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Pegasus

Pawing the earth with impatience, he
Eyes the sky with joy and
Great longing.
As each moment of contact with the heavy ground

passes, there is an overwhelming feeling of
Such isolation and loneliness inside. Suddenly,

he can wait no more. Wings
Unfurl from his sides and point towards home.

Feathers ruffle in the speeding wind as his gait
increases down the silky, sandy shore.

Satisfaction and gratitude are his, when his hooves
touch the ground no more.
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Introduction
Welcome aboard! This is the maiden flight for Flights of

Fancy. It is the first volume of my poetry, and encompasses a
selection of poems written over the past twenty-five years.

My home is in the mountains of southwestern New Mex-
ico. The pines and junipers are my neighbors. Mountains
touch the sky outside my window. The inspiration for many of
these poems come from here.

Inside these pages, are many kinds of flights. Each is de-
signed to showcase an aspect of life. From the joy of life, to
the beauty of nature, to the sadness of loss, it is recorded here.

By sharing these, may you see that life is very awe-
inspiring. Each moment is so precious. Time passes too fast
when one is distracted.

Enjoy!

Flights of Fancy

Wings of words
Lift up from the page.

Imagination takes flight.
Emotions and scenes
Reveal themselves

To tell their magical tale.
For a brief moment,
The poet and reader

Journey together.
They share the experience,
Feeling a sense of wonder.

Soon, the tale is told –
The poem has ended.

‘Tis time to turn the page.
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Magical Seasons

Magical Seasons

The changing seasons move the world forward.
Every season has its own charm. Capturing their
essence in poems is very empowering to me. It con-
nects me to nature, and allows me to share them
with you.
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Magical Seasons

Four Seasons

Whispering flakes,
In the crisp
Night sky,
Telling
Each other to float down, and
Rest peacefully.

Softly
Pouring
Rain showers,
In the quiet morning, allowing the
Newborn plants to
Grow towards the sky.

Sheets of
Unending rain
Meander down from the
Mountains, at sullen midday,
Eagerly falling to
Refresh the parched earth below.

Foggy, drizzly, gray, somber
Afternoons
Letting the leaves drift down and
Lay at the feet of the sleeping trees.
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Winter Scene

Silent trees
Sleep peacefully

In the cold,
Winter’s air.

Golden grass
Nod their heads,
As they dream

Of the summer’s dance.

The icy river,
Frozen in time,
Waits patiently

For the warmth of spring.

Birds seek out
The sun and ripened seed,

As they chatter
Amongst themselves.

Clouds cross the sun
Creating shadow hounds who

Chase snowflakes
Along the crunchy ground.

All else
Is at peace

Knowing that soon, very soon,
Life will be hectic, once again.
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Spring

Weather
Not to be

Pinned down –
Always unpredictable,

Always changing,
Never the same.

Growth
So sudden,

It’s shocking –
The

Bright green
So unreal.

Spring,
In itself,
Is about

Life
Suddenly

Awakening –
Making

Each day
Different

From
The next.
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Spring Rhythm

Days lengthen.
Trees stretch.

Winter is ending.

Temperatures warm.
Snow sighs.

Spring is near.

Buds swell.
Bees awaken.

Work will soon begin.

Blossoms unfurl.
Birds return.

Nature comes alive.

Grasses green.
Babies giggle.

Spring has now arrived.
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Spring Wind

Wind chases wind,
When the seasons change.

Winter bows down to Spring,
Knowing that time grows short.
Snow melts and land soon dries.
Dust plays tag with the breeze.

Spring enters with a flourish
And a smile, as she

Touches each fruit tree
With love and reverence.
A pageant of pale green,

Bright white, and soft pink appear.

Too soon, blossom petals
Drop from the trees.

Twirling and swirling
They dance with the currents.

One day, the party is over
And the petals gather on the ground.

Spring sighs and admires her work.
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Springtime

Slowly
Peeking out their heads –
Right before our eyes, the
Infants of life
Nudge away the winter ice and snow.
Gently unfolding
Themselves as if
In step to silent
Minuets, nature
Emerges with eternal youth.

‘tis Time for Spring

Tree
Yawning, stretching,

Deep breath,
Alive;

Awake.
‘tis time to bloom;
‘tis time for spring.
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Summer Morning

Gentle breeze
Playing tag
With me.

Awakening sun
Calling me

To rise.
Tiny birds

Singing
To welcome

The day,
That is
For me

To enjoy.

Summer

Slipping,
Sliding;
Carefree.

Taking the time
To be me.

No more heavy
Clothing,

No more worry
About working
For someone

Else,
No more

Commitments of me –
Just

FREEDOM
To be.
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Summer Tree

Mama juniper
Lives in our front yard.

She has seen many monsoons
And produced berries a plenty.

She has raised us, too.

From the first warm days of summer,
We lived under her cool, protective branches.
The ground under her became our play room.

We played dolls, “cooked” meals, & loved on pets.
On adventurous days, we built houses or dug mines.

The best part of all was the swing.
It was basically a board and a rope.

You could swing so high,
You could touch her limbs -

What a way to fly!

We learned about the world and life
Under our summer tree.

Imagination was our inspiration.
The sun was our illumination.

And the stars were our cue to go back in.
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Summer Feast

Purple blossoms drape like grape clusters
Across the top of the Butterfly Bush.
Bees hover over each delicate morsel

Like children who want to see which is the sweetest.
Hummingbirds glide from floweret to floweret

Like ballerinas hitting their marks.
Butterflies sample the fare

Like connoisseurs of fine wine sampling their bouquet.
What a beautiful sight to see –

A bush so alive with color and effervescence.

Summer Interlude

Sunlit, dappled shadows
Dance slowly across the ground,

As the breeze tickles the juniper tree
Above me.

Clouds build in the distance,
With the promise of cooling rain.

Ants hike over rock and stone
In search of tonight’s dinner,

Where ever that might be.
Beetles click Morse code to each other

From tree to tree,
Seeking conversation.

Birds survey the summer afternoon
Atop the highest branches,

Gazing at the beauty of it all.
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Anticipation

Spring flowers have already bloomed,
And the first crop of grass has ripened out.

Young gardens are getting settled in,
And trees glisten iridescently in the bright morning light.

Each day warms and lengthens towards summer.
A hush of anticipation tickles the air.

A heartfelt prayer soon rises to meet it
In hopes that the rain will begin to ride

The rugged Mexican mountains
And follow the currents northward

To bring the summer monsoons
That quench the thirst of the dry Spring days.
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Summer’s Promise Fulfilled

Winter’s snows fall, then melt.
Spring’s winds stir, then cease.

Summer’s warmth appears.

Her children heed her call
To awaken from underground.

They poke their tiny heads above the dirt
To taste the new season.

The rains begin, and the plants grow quickly.

The clock has started, and
Every moment is precious.
Every ray of sunlight, and
Every drop of rain is used
For next year’s promise.

Now her children are maturing
And showing the pride of their labor.
Flowers shower the countryside with

Purples, golds and blues.
Grasses show their shimmering heads.

Fall yawns and whispers,
“Hurry! Finish up. Time for bed.”

Soon the rush is over,
And all is done,

For Summer’s promise is fulfilled.
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Autumn

A transition time of the year that is
Unique in its shortness and intensity.
The plants prepare to sleep, and the animals
Use this time to gather their winter stores. Then, the
Motions of all God’s creatures instinctively slow.
Now, they are still enough to hear the first flake fall.

Oh, Aspen Tree

Oh, aspen tree,
You bring me pleasure

With your precious leaves –
Their golden color

Nothing else
Compares.
I hear their

Soft, soft whispers say,
“See here,

Fall has come,
And I will take one last

Ride
On God’s wind

Before I rest
In

Eternal sleep.”
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Life’s Wonders

Life has many wonderful moments, but they often
pass by too fast. Poems can take snapshots of them,
so they can be preserved and protected. Here are a
few for you to take a look at.
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Life’s Wonders

A Play/Life

Given life
By the actors
Who portray

The roles
They were

Cast in.
This is truly

Entertainment
For all to see –

Life.

College

Coming from different towns to
Open our minds; to
Let them be rounded; to
Let them understand the
Earth to which we belong. Then,
Graduating, to go forth, and have
Each of us guide the world,

in our own way, into the future.
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